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misconceptions, gender issues, alternative metacognitive strategies, strategies for teachers,
empowering students to learn, social factors, role of computers and other technology, implications for
teacher education, and philosophical issues.
For further information and application forms, write: Prof. Joseph D. Novak, Department of
Education, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Roberts Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
14853.

GENDER, MATHEMATICS, AND SCIENCE
Beth Ruskai's letter about feminism and science in the May-June issue has generated more
response than anything else that has ever appeared in the Newsletter. It has been reprinted in at least
two other newsletters. Some of the response appears below. Further response will appear in the next
issue. We hope the dialogue will continue.
LETfERS TO TilE EDITOR
I want to respond to the letter from the editor and to Beth Ruskai's letter in the May-June 1986
issue of AWM's Newsletter. I no longer label myself as a mathematician, but I will mention my
credentials since you seem to be concerned about how non-scientists are misinformed about women
scientists. I received my Ph.D. from MIT in 1971. My dissertation was in 3-dimensional topology. I
taught at Dartmouth College for five years after that before leaving. I was an assistant professor. This
last year I have learned a lot about the social, historical, and cultural issues involved in the making and
doing of science. I suggest that rather than have the focus be on feminist anti-science bias and other
negative attitudes towards science and mathematics, that thoughtful scientists and mathematicians
begin to study and understand that our way of doing mathematics and science is not free of bias. If one
begins to see that, then perhaps one can then join with people like David Bohm, a Nobel prize-winning
physicist and Evelyn Fox Keller (who regards herself as a scientist) in seeing the need for a
multiplicity of voices. Neither are negative towards science. They are just calling for some
understanding of the biases that do exist in math and science today, to see how they limit what we can
know and understand. From there one perhaps can begin to expand and enrich these fields.
I was disturbed to read Beth Ruskai's remarks about Keller. Although not speaking to her
directly, she intimates that Keller is propounding a feminization of science. I suggest that people read
Reflections on Gender and Science thoroughly. One can then understand Keller's arguments that our
way of doing science- that is, the dominant rhetoric and prevailing mode- is not gender-free. She
is not asking for a feminization of science. Instead she asks that we look at our biases so that we may
hopefully begin to transcend them. She argues for a science "in which difference, rather than division,
constitutes the fundamental principle for ordering the world," where "respect for difference remains
content with multiplicity as an end in itself."
Although I can see that some of the criticism of Turkle and Tobias is well-founded, I'd like to
say that Beth is missing some points in suggesting that "proper" math preparation and stimulating
programs to encourage the talented are the only ways to get at math anxiety or to encourage women to
pursue scientific careers. We are being asked to understand that there is some gender bias in much of
what is called science today, in our modes of teaching as well as the facts of science and the
predominant way of doing it. Something more is being asked of us. Barbara McClintock (the subject
of Keller's A Feeling for the Organism) is an example of someone who does not believe she is doing
feminist science, but her style of doing biology is definitely not mainstream. Perhaps we can
understand how it isn't and begin to offer science courses that reflect some of her style, for example.
It is a style that I suspect might be more amenable to people who engage with their subject matter in a
more personal manner.
Another book that I found helpful was Morris Berman's The Reenchantment of the World.
Berman focuses on a change in the mode of consciousness that took place at the time of the scientific
revolution - from a participatory mode to a non-participatory one. From a sense of relation with the
object of study to a sense of separation from such objects. He is looking at the social, political, and
economic factors that brought about this change. He doesn't get into gender issues at all. So for a start
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I'd suggest people read these two books. Another important work for me was Bohm's Wholeness and
the Implicate Order, a thoughtful, struggling work which looks at how we fragment science in
particular and our entire world at large because of the splits and polarization in our thinking process.
So I am suggesting that instead of dividing into camps, feminists against science and women
scientists against feminists and mystics, we begin to speak with each other. A thorough reading of the
books I suggested might provide a good beginning. As a part-time faculty person with the Adult
Degree Program of Vermont College, I have been presenting such material for the last several months
and have begun work on some articles based on this work. I would be happy to come to share my
ideas with any of you who are interested.
Sincerely, Marianne Nichols, 106 Lower Newton St., St. Albans, VT 05478

To the editor:
Mary Beth Ruskai's recent letter in the AWM Newsletter reminded me of an event long ago and
far away, when I found myself, together with Judith Longyear, one of two mathematicians invited to a
meeting of young women scientists in Washington, D.C. sponsored by NSF. Neither the criteria of
selection nor the purpose of the meeting were ever quite clear - NSF used us for an informal study,
and the meeting just happened to occur while Congress was considering a women in science bill - but
it was supposed to be supportive and friendly. Most of the women were in the social sciences or
medical research; very few were in the physical sciences. Longyear and I felt somewhat out of place
there. Our perceptions seemed skewed to many of the consensual positions that were developing. The
climax of the meeting was an address by Margaret Mead, and it became clear that something was
seriously wrong.
Her thesis, as I remember it, was that women are raised by Mom and, identifying with
womanhood, have no great developmental discontinuities, never need to scrutinize the world that hard,
can remain subjective, whereas men, cast out into the mysterious world of maleness, realizing Mom as
Other, are forced into objectivity. And this, dear friends and fellow scientists, causes women to be
fabulous social scientists while men are fabulous physicists and mathematicians.
I was shocked by the speech, implying as it did that no woman could be Gauss, Euler or, for that
matter, Noether. I was shocked by the warm applause. Questions submitted in writing were fielded by
Mead. My question was simple- essentially the same as Ann Hibner Koblitz' abstract in the summer
Newsletter. It went something like: but women are excellent physicists, chemists, mathematicians,
how do you account for that? To my surprise she picked my question for an answer. To my
embarrassment she asked me to identify myself and stand up (which she had done with no other
questioner). Then, with all the psychological advantage this, added to her already imposing personal
presence, gave her, she proceeded to skewer me, essentially telling me that I and my mathematician,
physicist, chemist, etc., sisters were misguided, possibly psychologically warped. The end. Next
question please.
No folks, the masses didn't swarm around me afterwards and commiserate on how the old girl
had gone off the deep end. Nobody said a word. The empress may have no clothes, but if everybody
wants to think she has- well, what are we to do?
I'm not really sure. Personally, I've decided to start paying attention to the junk that's being
published on women and science, even forcing myself to read some of it. It truly can be amazing stuff.
We have the bad use of biology and statistics- hormones, left-brain/right-brain oversimplifications,
SAT scores, Y -chromosome hypotheses, even, God help us, sociobiology.
And on the left - ah, it is there we are truly betrayed. The radical stance seems to be: let us
salute all those brave women who fought through male hierarchies to study science and mathematics,
their hearts' desires, and, for the rest of this essay, we will show that they were terribly misguided
because science is so, ugh, MALE, so tainted with chauvinism, let's topple the structure and make it
over in a female image.
I can't help reading that as: I don't like math and science so you shouldn't either. Yet this
attitude cannot be ignored, being triply dangerous: in denying women scientists their rightful role in
the feminist community; in encouraging, for yet another reason, young women to avoid science and
mathematics; and in supporting male vs. female rhetoric.
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However, there are exceptions. Not being a social scientist, historian, or philosopher, I find
things hit or miss, but can warmly recommend anything by Hilary Lips (who does not, as far as I
know, write specifically about women in science or mathematics, but does a great job in generally
skewering gender stereotypes). And also, pace Ann Hibner Koblitz, I like Evelyn Fox Keller. I read
Keller differently than Koblitz does, and consider her worthy of defense. The following comments are
based on her collection Reflections on Gender and Science.
Keller does not ask why women don't do science, nor even why science is perceived as
masculine, but rather: how does the perception of science as masculine affect both our perceptions of
science and of gender? Implicit in this question are two hypotheses: science need not be perceived as
masculine, and gender stereotypes are damaging to the intellectual, emotional, and social health of the
individual. Much of the book traces gender metaphors in the development of science - her chapter on
Plato and Athenian pederastic images struck a classicist colleague as first-rate. These metaphors
change with time. They are not universal truths. They can only change from within science. They are
often ignored in the practice of science (is your normal run-of-the-mill particle physicist trying to
conquer quarks, according to the Baconian metaphor which still rules the popular image of science, or
just trying to figure them out?). But they affect who goes into science and how it is justified (think of
Senator Proxmire) and sometimes tip the balance in scientific values. We do not need a revolution
from outside. Science is not rotten to the core - after all, it works. But it could be more open to
understanding its own use of metaphor, and perhaps extend the metaphors presented to include more
points of view.
Just as metaphors about science are not universal truths, neither are stereotypes about gender.
Here Keller goes deeply into what is called object relations theory, which is the theory that Mead so
gravely abused lo those many years ago. Object relations theory is the study of how the infant and
small child begin to understand the concept of other, of subject versus object. Boys are supposed to be
this way, girls are supposed to be that way but, hey, they're not. The reality is a lot more interesting
than that. Keller seems to be inclusionist, rather than exclusionist, working toward a gender-free
concept of science and, in fact, a gender-free concept of gender (or, as Ms. magazine puts it, "free to be
you and me").
Let's examine three quotes Koblitz uses in her discussion of Keller's work. The first quote from
Keller states that the Baconian image of science added to the polarization between male and female,
making reason male and feeling female. But this is not the same as saying that 17th century science
did this- calculus is true, lacks political content, and is not inherently masculine. But the images in
which science was presented - yes, these do support a certain ideology and come out of a certain time
and place. If calculus is perceived as masculine, this will have consequences, ones that I doubt Keller
or any reader of this newsletter support.
The second quote from Keller says that inauthenticity is the cost a woman suffers by identifying
with an image of the scientist modeled on the patriarchal husband. Keller is not saying that
inauthenticity is the cost a woman suffers by becoming a scientist. Nor is she saying that a good
scientist must model her/himself on the image of a patriarchal husband. In fact, I read her as saying
that the image of a patriarchal husband is a lousy model for a scientist of either sex. But, when that is
the image that is presented, how is a woman to become a scientist in the first place? Where is she to
get her self-image? I know my own progress as a mathematics student was marked by severe
disjunctions of self-image, that it took me too long a time to internalize the lack of contradiction
between "woman" and "mathematician," and that I even avoided math in college to avoid what my
society deemed a contradiction. The outstanding women mathematicians of the previous generation it
has been my privilege to know claim to a woman never to have been aware that mathematics was
supposed to be masculine, just figured the other girls weren't interested, and thus were free to pursue
their mathematical talent.
The third quote is from Leanna Standish, a woman I hope never to meet, who claims that science
"embodies the quintessential values of patriarchal culture," i.e., science is the enemy. Here is the fatal
mistake of confusing the metaphor and imagery of science for scientific content, a mistake that Keller
is careful not to make. Keller repeatedly states that science works and embodies a real form of truth,
and that scientists themselves do not follow the stereotypical images nor even the public philosophical
justifications of science in their doing of science (she is somewhat of a Kuhnian).
Koblitz' general critique of feminist theories on gender and science is well taken, but I really do
believe that Keller is exempt from much of this. If she is quoted widely, I suspect she is not
understood, and that people who don't know beans about science are borrowing the cachet of a woman
who, after all, started adult life as a mathematical biologist. .

:..9Here is a suggestion: why not send copies of the AWM Newsletter to women's studies
departments? Why not get together with AWIS, SWE, etc., to have their newsletters sent to women
studies departments? This is one way of becoming more visible to the feminist community, making it
more difficult for them to raise theories which deny our existence and discourage young women with
scientific and mathematical talent from following that talent where it leads them.
Sincerely, Judy Roitman, University of Kansas

Dear Dr. Ruskai:
I don't know how the other social scientists mentioned in your long and thoughtful letter to the
AWM Newsletter readers will respond to your call for discussion, but I respond very positively.
While I think you may have misinterpreted the thrust of my Physics Today article- I was trying
to say that I thought the math-anxiety reduction model was probably not going to work in curing
physics avoidance- I think your points overall are well taken: H women scientists do not speak out
on the issues of women in science, and why more women are not in science, then non-scientists will
have the floor. (There is a saying in my own field of history that if we historians shy away from recent
and/or controversial subjects, then the journalists will write about them instead. I think you are
making the same point.)
I have been mindful since the beginning that by focusing on the problems many women have in
confronting mathematics I might inadvertently be giving grist to the mill of those who wish to believe
in biologically-based intellectual differences between the sexes. Lenore Blum, a founder of AWM,
can attest to the fact that I had her dictate a paragraph that appeared in my first article on math anxiety
in Ms. magazine in 1976 as to the numbers and quality of women mathematicians in America. My
feminist nightmare was, and remains, that owing to my work some woman scientist or mathematician
would have yet one more hurdle to conquer in pursuing her professional goals.
For this reason, more perhaps at the beginning than now, I tried always to differentiate two
problems in re women and science or mathematics: 1) the need to attract the ablest young women to
careers that she might otherwise avoid because of role stereotyping; 2) to add a math or science
component to the general education of the typical female English/history major's experience at
college. I have felt for about the past five years that Task No. 1 is moving forward quite well, Task
No. 2 has a long way to go.
Perhaps I should make these distinctions in every article I write, and I am grateful that you
reminded me of this. For if you could have misunderstood my fundamental assumptions, so may other
readers not as sympathetic to women as are you and I.
As for the Fox-Keller and Gilligan theses. They would have us believe there is such a thing as
"female" science (like "Jewish science" in Nazi ideology or "bourgeois science" for the Soviets) not simply a distinctive (and universally female) style of approaching science, but actual differences in
Truth. I couldn't agree with your position more on this issue. I see this as an inappropriate and wrong
extrapolation from Gilligan's work in women's moral development to women's work in science and as
very likely to be used against all of us, scientists and non-scientists alike. I don't think women are
more intuitive than men or that science excludes intuition. I don't believe non-quantitative science
exists in the present day, and to propose it as a "solution" for math anxiety is to pervert my intentions.
Thus, we are, I believe, quite close to one another and need to communicate, perhaps through
these pages and with others, as to how to join forces against our real enemies: 1) The Stanleys and
Benbows who tell the world every five years that there is a male math gene to account for sex
differences in career choice and performance; and 2) the biased department chairs and peer reviewers
who don't treat women scientists and mathematicians fairly.
For the record, stated unambiguously, here are my five commitments and beliefs:
1)

There is no "male" or "female" science.

2)

Men and women, on the average, are equally likely to be very able or moderately able in
mathematics and science. Women who are not as able, however, are more likely than men to
experience math anxiety which mak~s them,appear still less able than they really are.
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3)

The remaining disproportion of men in math and science-based fields still today has to be
countered by a vigorous attack on all unfounded assumptions and all institutional barriers.

4)

Until that battle is won, women may need extra compensation, extra encouragement to compete
with men.

5)

Success at math and science presumes high ability, learned discipline, confidence and a positive
self-image.

Sheila Tobias, Tucson, Arizona

Ruskai's comments (May-June issue) are very much to the point. I am constantly mystified by
the number of women who conduct experiments that purport to show that women are inherently
inferior in mathematics. I have myself been conducting a long-running experiment: for roughly 50
years I have been teaching college mathematics. I have yet to see any difference in the mathematical
ability of men and women, except that, on the whole, the women are more capable. This slight
difference I attribute to Society's constant pressure to keep women out of mathematics unless they are
very determined. Indeed, the very best calculus class I have ever taught was an extremely wellprepared class of women. I can only attribute the sociologists' activities in this direction to their
having bad cases of "mathematics anxiety," which consists not just of inability to do mathematics, but
of worrying about this incapacity.
Now lots of people are incapable in some area or other. I, for example, have neither musical nor
athletic talent, but I don't worry about it. I don't have music anxiety or football anxiety. I would like
to be able to sing, but it doesn't bother me that I can't When I meet a professional singer at a party, I
don't make silly remarks like "Oh, I never could sing a note." Why are people so defensive about their
mathematical deficiencies?
I suspect that the reason is that mathematics is perceived as being important to Society in a sense
in which music and athletics are not. Mathematics and English are the two subjects that are taught all
through school. There are reasons for this emphasis: English is needed so that we can communicate
with each other; mathematics, so that in the first place we can cope with the arithmetical demands of
daily life; and second, because without it, Society would have little science and still less the
technology that we love so much.
It is socially acceptable to be incapable in an activity that is not felt to be important in everyday
life. People who are incompetent in mathematics feel defensive- that's presumably why they make
inane remarks when they meet mathematicians. They go out of their way to show that they can't be
blamed because they, as a class, lack talent. If you lack a talent, it is comforting to believe that you
belong to a class that is generically incompetent. If you are a woman, the class of women is the most
obvious class, especially since there really are fewer female than male mathematicians, for rather
obvious social reasons. There are also fewer female than male dentists, but I don't think anyone has
tried to show that women as a class lack ability for dentistry.
Ralph P. Boas, Northwestern University

Dear members:
In response to Mary Beth Ruskai' s letter on "Feminism and Women in Science" in the May-June
1986 issue, I would like to comment in particular on the topic of computer programming style of girls
and boys as discussed by Sherry Turkle in The Second Self: Computers and Human Spirit, and
referred to in this letter. I find the idea that girls prefer the interactive "soft" style, while boys prefer
the planned " hard" style, both ridiculous and offensive, and annoying as well, for certainly with her
credentials some people will believe what she says..
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I have worked with computers for over sixteen years, initially as a programmer when I was
learning how, progressing through a variety of positions, and now as a manager of a software
engineering group for General Electric. I studied mathematics, now have a degree in computer
science, and spent three years in the Ph.D. program at UC Berkeley, before giving up due to the
combination of impossible pressures of family life and school. Due to financial necessity I was forced
to figure out how to put my brain and education to use in some way and decided to learn how to
program and use computers in the late '60s.
Now as manager of a group, consisting of three other women and eight men, which produces
large software systems (50-100 routines) in a variety of programming languages for different
computers, and having worked with many women over the years, I have information with which to
counter Sherry Turkle's ideas. The women in my group, and most of the women I have worked with,
are as good as or better than the men. They do "plan" their programs (this is known in the industry as
software design), and they are creative (but so are the men) in solving critical software problems, such
as the design of an elegant data structure or the solution of a timing problem. From what I have seen,
there is no division of programming style between men and women in the manner which Turkle
suggests. The people in my group have math, computer science or electrical engineering educations.
The only differences I fmd among all the people in the group, but not between men and women, is in
the emphasis, some having better analytical skills, others preferring hardware problems, while others
prefer the strictly software issues.
If by "interactive" programming Turkle is referring to programs that query the user for inputs,
then this is done if required by the system of software by either men or women. Somehow I don't
think that was what was meant, and guess that Turkle's definition of "interactive" programming style
means to think it up and type it in as you go along. If that is what she meant, then everyone does that
occasionally, to get something done quickly, or to develop a prototype, or just to try out some new
feature. This is not relegated only to women. Men do it too. In fact everyone should be able to do it,
if they have worked in software long enough. It implies a certain level of skill and fluency that people
are proud to possess. However, all programs developed on a contract basis are "planned" or they
would never get developed. All software must pass through several design reviews, and its "plan"
must be good to get through. Everyone does this, both men and women.
On the subject of "intuitiveness" of women (considered to be the opposite of "logical" by
Turkle), although this is so vague as to be hard to discuss, I disagree that women have this capability
more than men. What is needed in good software design is the ability to imagine things in the large,
before all the details are known, and to build a structure that accomplishes it. This might be compared
with writing music or painting in that an overall concept must exist in the mind before one can start.
This is an individual talent. Some people have it, others don't, but in software design I have never
found it to be sex-related. Finally, to kill the subject of intuitiveness as a domain only of women, it
should be noted that most managers are still men, and since managing does require "people skills"
such as understanding what is being said nonverbally when the words don't come across, or in making
assignments that fit people's inclinations, or in evaluating performance, or in interviewing, men must
possess some of these qualities by virtue of their numbers. Of course they don't all have intuitiveness,
but neither do all women.
The main difference I see between men and women is in the numbers of them. There are always
fewer women to interview. This has to do with early educational choices and no doubt with some
people believing the kind of thing that Turkle proposes and influencing girls to study non-scientific,
non-mathematical subjects. I am interested in doing whatever can be done to keep girls in
mathematics and using computers. This is the way to develop their talents, which they have as much
as boys. It's just that the boys are encouraged and have more opportunities, and no social pressure
working against them to study science or math.
Sincerely, Ann Marsh Robinson, Palo Alto, CA

In response to Mary Beth Ruskai's letter on "Feminism and Women in Science" (A WM
Newsletter, May-June 1986), I would like to distinguish in the feminist critique of "science" the views
that come from the "outside" (social scientists, educationists, and women ofletters) and those from the
"inside" (people who have had some experience with "science"). I am assuming that "science" in
these discussions includes the natural and mathematical sciences.
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Of course we need to communicate to laymen (some of them are our "users" and many have
access to elementary and high school teachers and students) what our discipline is about - for
example, one learns by doing. The AWM taking an active role in participating in the discussions is a
good start. Also, some of us who teach non-science students in what we call "service courses" have an
important and often unrewarding job of doing more than not perpetuating the stereotypes of science.
Most of these students do not see it as their responsibility to seek an "understanding of the diversity of
scientific workstyles and personalities," to use Ann Hibner Koblitz' words (A WM Newsletter, JulyAugust, 1986). As Beth Ruskai has suggested, one may interact with non-scientists on a universitywide committee. One has to be prepared that sometimes by pointing out misconceptions, one may be
viewed as defensive, functioning by male-models, unenlightened, or downright hostile, which may
immediately bring one's effectiveness to question. It would be extremely nice to have some support
from one's own professional organization, if possible. Query: Can we agree on what the
misconceptions are?
More importantly, I do hear a desperate appeal in the voice of discontent and general malaise
from some feminists who have not learned much science and feel alienated. "If only physics had been
presented to me as in the Tao of Physics ... ," a Ph.D. in English said to me at a conference on "Women
in the Curriculum" (it may be significant that I have to cite an example in physics instead of one in
mathematics). I, for one, am not willing to say that if more women do mathematics, they would not
bring about a "change" in some of the practices from within.
While we may not agree on whether science is "gender-neutral," perhaps we can all recall
experiences which indicate that the practice of science is not "gender-neutral." To the extent that our
judgments and values are shaped by our experiences, the practice of science, I believe, is not "neutral,"
gender or otherwise, since judgment is exercised in its practice. It seems to me, though, at times
factors other than gender become an overriding influence in our judgment. If gender plays such an
exclusive role as some have claimed, would many of us have become mathematicians? Do male
scientists sometimes adopt female-models?
In clarifying some of our own assumptions and engaging in a dialogue with these feminist
critics, women in science and mathematics may even attract some women and girls into the field and
make an impact in their own field.
I notice the absence of debate on the structural barrier to more women gaining a place in science.
Have we arrived at what is being called the post-feminist era in Boston?
Sincerely yours, Pao-sheng Hsu, Columbia Falls, Maine

FROM THE PRESS
from Anurican H~alth, June '86, Worlcing Women, "What's Happened to the Oass of '75?" by Eileen Garred
thanks to Cathy Kessel for bringing this to our attention

Women who blazed the trail into boardrooms and research labs may not recognize the younger
sisters who've followed them. That conclusion comes from psychologist Lora Heims Tessman from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Tessman has studied female MIT grads to spot the
differences between the classes of '65 and '75. She's found that later graduates have a more balanced
psychological makeup. Reason: The culture had changed - and more of these women grew up with
working moms.
When Tessman reviewed the history of the 26 grads of 1965 she found only 4% had mothers
who worked as professionals. The students tended to identify with their fathers more than their
mothers ....
At MIT these women tried hard to fit into a man's world, and had difficulties combining their
personal aspirations with their image of being a "woman," says Tessman. Most of the '65 students
majored in math and hard sciences- physics, chemistry, biology.
By age 40 many of these women were shifting to more humanistic, "real world" pursuits replacing, say, pure research in physics with work on therapeutic uses of radiation. Tessman ... thinks
these women were finally letting their moms back in: "They seem to reintegrate values they had
previously associated with their mothers into their own lives."
Tessman doesn't expect to see as many mid-life professional shifts in the '75 grads. From the
beginning, a smaller percentage of them chose theoretical sciences. Most opted for engineering,
·
computer science and business.

